
WRITING A 10-MINUTE PLAY 

  
Introduction: 
     Remember a play is just dramatic literature until it is performed, and that it is 
written to be performed. We will learn this process and test it out on our own plays in 
3 different platforms: 
          1.  In our workshop creation of the play 
          2.  In a final staged public reading with invited audience and feedback 
          3.  See if you can get your play produced!  Submit it to 10-minute   
  play festivals - or create your own local festival (something we  can  
  talk/think about in our workshop) 
  
Some Pragmatics: 
     Remember that a 10-minute will be produced as part of a festival with other 10-
minute plays so: 
          - write a play that can be PRODUCED if you want to see your work on stage 
          - keep technical requirements to a minimum 
          - keep # of actors small 
          - keep the play to 10 MINUTES - no longer! (10 pages)  (Most festival  
  guidelines state that any play over 10 pages will not be accepted.) 
  
Some Basics: 
     The structure of a play is a self-contained story with interesting characters, that 
advances a conflict and pushes the dramatic tension toward resolution - even 
catharsis.  Shorter does not mean easier.  You must still create: 
          - a THEATRE piece for the stage 
          - compelling, multi-layered characters 
          - evocative language 
          - a compelling story 
          - a beginning, middle, and end     
  
Some Dont’s: 
          - don´t create a Saturday Night Live skit - save that for television 
          - don´t create a ¨scene¨ from or for a longer piece 
          - don’t create a monologue unless it has an arc in which we learn   
  something 
          - don’t make it longer than 10-minutes (10 pages) - it can be shorter,  
  but no longer  
 
Some Do´s: 
     1.  Create Compelling Characters 
          - what does your character WANT?  (Character Development) 
          - how do they go about getting it (Dramatic Action) 
          - Needing it is stronger than wanting it. 
          - It doesn´t matter if your character gets/accomplishes what they want - just 
  that they GO FOR IT 
  



 - give each character a compelling need and the action/conflict/forward- 
  motion/drama occurs 
          - create their behaviors: physical and vocal 
      
     2.  Create the Conflict: 
          - Early:  what´s at stake?  what will happen? 
          - Middle:  add complications (example - other characters, unforeseen events) 
  to intensify the central dramatic question 
 
     3.  Create Interesting Dialogue 
          - give each character a distinctive voice 
          - be specific with details 
          - surprise us! 
 - watch out that you are not repeating obvious stereotypes – if you are, have 
  them do something different, or learn something new/different  
 
     4.  Create Theatricality 
          - use your IMAGINATION!!! 
          - this is LIVE - let them LIVE!! 
          - consider basic setting/light & sound effects & minimize them 
  
TECHNICAL ITEMS:  Your play should be no longer than 10 pages of script - the 
first 2 pages of basic info do not count as script and are not numbered.  So here is 
the basic format - I will hand out samples of proper play format at our 1st class. 
     - Title Page: contains name of play, your name and all your contact 
information  (this page is not numbered). 
     - Play Info Page:  contains (1)  the list of characters by name, gender, age range, 
personal info such as ¨talkative, quiet¨ etc. and (2)  the setting - city, season, room, 
year, etc. - whatever is specific to your play (page not numbered.) 
     - Pages 1 & 2:  Show us who your characters are - what they want - how they go 
about getting it.  Show us he ¨world of the play¨ and set up the structure that 
supports your idea in an intelligent, compelling way that will engage an audience and 
want them to stay with your story.  Put as much of everything that your play is about 
in the first sentence! - put the drama immediately into the play. 
     - Pages 3 - 8:  Develop the story - put in the complications so the audience 
doesn´t know what the outcome will be. 
     - Pages 9 - 10:  Resolve the conflict.  
 
FINAL THOUGHTS:  
     - Ignore all the rules and write your own 10-minute play! - but let´s use this 
workshop to see if the play satisfies your personal idea of ¨successful¨ and how it 
resonates with us and with an audience.  
     - The complexity of people is infinite - a story is finite. 
     - Remember a play is just dramatic literature until it is performed with actors, 
director, technical aspects, and audience. 
     - When you are done you must give your “baby away” to those who will be 
performing/creating the piece for the stage! 
     - Playwriting is ¨playing with writing¨- so let´s have fun! 


